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Climate change is a major driver of
respiratory disease (1), as is pollution,
causing millions of deaths per year
worldwide (2). The burning of fossil reserves
of oil, coal, and gas to fuel energy-intensive
industrial processes is the biggest cause of
climate change (3). This has had many
effects: the buildup of carbon dioxide and
other pollutants in the atmosphere; general
warming of the planet’s temperature;
disruption of ecosystems, triggering a new
mass extinction; and unpredictable, extreme
weather events (3). Fossil fuels have also
poisoned the air we breathe, the water we
drink, and the food we produce, triggering
cardiovascular, neurologic, and oncologic
diseases (2). Respiratory health is
prominently affected by climate change
through worsened air quality, increased
pollutants and concentrations of
aeroallergens, and extreme weather events
(1). Exacerbations of chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease, increased incidence and
severity of asthma, stunted development or
accelerated decline in lung function, and
novel respiratory infections are all direct and
indirect effects of climate change (1). The
direct effect on respiratory health is clear and
visible: recent massive wildfires have caused
an estimated 33,510 yearly deaths globally
within days of their unfolding (4).

Despite the fossil fuel industry’s
prominent role in creating this planetary
threat, there is surprisingly little oversight on
how it might interfere with the integrity of
academic research.When the detrimental
role of tobacco on health became known,

scientific societies actively worked to avoid
undue industry influence on research into
these subjects. A carefully planned marketing
strategy by cigarette manufacturers to keep
this damaging information secret was
subsequently revealed (5). It included
spreading doubt about scientific evidence,
employing scientists to publicly deny any
harmful effects, insisting on smokers’
personal responsibility, strong lobbying
against unfavorable legislation, and
aggressive advertising campaigns (5, 6).
When these strategies came to light,
respiratory societies responded promptly: the
European Respiratory Society banned
membership and publications (7) from those
who had “been full, or part-time, employees
of, or paid consultants to, or those with any
real or perceived direct or indirect links to
the tobacco industry,” and the American
Thoracic Society banned any research
funded by tobacco entities from its journals
and conferences and any persons with ties to
tobacco manufacturing from any role in the
Society or its activities (8). These restrictions
have recently been tightened and reaffirmed.
Recent evidence shows that the fossil
fuel industry has implemented the same
techniques as the tobacco industry
(Figure 1A), including directly misleading
the public, employing the same researchers,
funding alternative research, and hiring the
samemarketing firms and executives from
tobacco companies (5, 6). More importantly,
when judged by their actions, most fossil fuel
companies are not aligned with policies
aimed to reduce global warming (3), so there

is little reason to think they approach climate
change in good faith. This has led to calls to
cut research ties with fossil industries (9).
Moreover, money poured into academic
research is used to project credibility, a
phenomenon labeled “greenwashing” (9).

Industrial interests infiltrating academic
institutions to dictate their focus and favor
their agenda is nothing new (5, 9). The fossil
industry laid the groundwork for this
partnership using marketing techniques such
as “issue advertising” (i.e., debate centered on
favored energy topics rather than on
reducing the use of oil products) and
“informed influentials” (i.e., seemingly
independent scientists or personalities
voicing views favorable to the industry).
These tactics were further developed
throughout the 1970s by public-relations
firms working to specifically protect the fossil
industry’s bottom line (5, 6).

But is the fossil industry funding
respiratory research? Although it is hard to
assess whether individual respiratory
researchers are funded by these companies
directly or indirectly (through industry
foundations and think tanks), there is no
doubt that institutions are both being funded
and benefitting from investments in the fossil
fuel industry (5, 6, 9). Individual examples
include medical toxicologists working with a
consulting firm with close ties to the gas
stove industry who author peer-reviewed
manuscripts (10) and give public testimony
proclaiming the safety of gas stoves and
discrediting their link to asthma (11), and
esteemed scientists who are members of
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official scientific committees conducting
controversial medical studies designed by car
manufacturers to demonstrate the safety of
diesel exhausts (12) as part of a marketing
strategy to cheat regulations of diesel
pollution (“dieselgate”). Research designs
used by the fossil industry to introduce bias
in medical evidence have been analyzed (13),
and fossil companies donated or pledged
more than $600,000,000 to 27 universities in
the United States alone (14), heavily funding

climate change research institutes in an aim
to shift their focus toward industry-friendly
solutions such as carbon capture or biomass
fuels; furthermore, besides the overt conflicts
of interest, the well-documented “funding
effect” (15) may affect scientists working on
the health impacts of climate change. To
close the circle, universities and institutions
often invest financially in fossil fuel
companies and are thereby effectively fossil
fuel stakeholders (16, 17), making their

interests in the survival of this industry less
than theoretical (Figure 1B). Considering the
causal link between respiratory diseases and
deaths with fossil fuel–driven climate change,
it seems paramount to ensure that fossil fuel
interests are not tainting research. The
European Respiratory Society (18) and the
American Thoracic Society (19) have already
taken a strong stand on air quality, and we
now suggest that they take more practical
steps toward this goal. We propose actions at
different levels:

� First, individuals should have to report
their previous ties to the fossil fuel
industry, divest their investment
portfolios, push for their employing
institutions to refuse funding and divest
from fossil fuel enterprises, and
disengage from all current ties with the
industry.

� Second, institutions should pledge to
stop all funding from the industry, divest
their investments, and regularly provide
information on their progress toward
these goals.

� Finally, respiratory societies should ban
fossil fuel industry–derived funding and
profit, as is the case with the tobacco
industry, by forbidding publication by
fossil fuel industry–funded individuals
and institutions and supporting
divestment.

Climate change is no longer a political
opinion but a scientifically proven reality, as
are its effects on respiratory health, and the
role of the fossil fuel industry in knowingly
perpetrating them is undeniable. A clear
statement by respiratory societies in the form
of banning funding and demanding
divestment from the fossil fuel industry will
show commitment, generate attention, and
ultimately serve our patients, our
communities, and our planet.�

Author disclosures are available with the
text of this article at www.atsjournals.org.
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